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ABSTRACT 
 
 This paper identified the characteristic of gathering space at city-native village. Location of study was at 
Kidul Dalem native village, Malang city of Indonesia. The identification was included type of space, character 
of activity, performer and physical character of space. The methodology consisted of descriptive and qualitative 
research due to performer observation, activity, and physical condition of space. Result was used to design city 
residence based on local wisdom due to preparation space for residence.   
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Introduction 
 
 Ancient population of Indonesia had character of gathering life. It could be shown on the performance of 
architecture space which always prepares gathering space. This space was generally as the main orientation of 
residence structure or center space of residence house. For examples natah and bale lantang was Bali residence, 
beruga was Lombok residence, alun-alun was at the city of Java, taneyan lanjheng was at Madura, open room in 
the office of village head where benua stones was in south Nias etc. 
 The trend of society had become individualize after the era if industrialization. Principal of economy was as 
industrial main ideology would make faster exploration, exploitation and it was possible towards anarchy, 
annexation or to make effort for getting personal great benefit. This action was controversy with the value of 
gathering and appreciation. Domination of the economic principal caused the damage of human and nature. 
 The problem of spaces in some cities of Indonesia nowadays was caused by there were no exploration and 
no performed for the value and local potency in each design and planning of space. Theory of sustainable 
planning and design was intended to get the values and local potencies to repair the wrong paradigm of positive 
design for repairing space and milieu of gathering life space.  
 
Materias and methods  
 
 Kidul Dalem native village was located at the east of Malang Regency officer, namely KH Zainal Arifil 
street, Kidul Dalam native village, Klojen District. The village was too crowded. There was no free open space 
and it was consisted of 5 gangs namely Kabupaten Gang, IV Gang (or Patih Gang), VI Gang, Arema Gang, and 
VII Gang. Map of location was as Figure 1 below. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Kidul Dalem Village nowadays. 
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 Most of Kidul Dalem society was Muslim. There was approximate 70% of society work at secondary sector 
in the field of trade and service. The level economy of society was under intermediate. Social activity followed 
by the society such as religious activity, regular village meeting, and Indonesia anniversary and Idul Qurban in 
the yearly activity.   
 This research used descriptive and qualitative method (Darjosanjoto, Endang Titi, 2006).  Primary data was 
got from direct observation such as documentation and interview. Identification of gathering space was carried 
out through field observation that was included the aspects of performer and time. Then the data was analyzed 
inductively through the groups and synthesis.  
 
Results and dscussions 
 
Type of Gathering Space: 
 
Court of Regency Office (Kabupaten and Keputihan): 
 
 Kidul Dalem native village was restricted by 3 meters of wall to Alun-Alun Mal and regency office. 
Nowadays entrance access to regency office at the east and south side has been closed. Before the entrance 
access was closed, the children of native village could free play in the court of regency in the holidays and after 
the office has been closed. The reason of closing entrance access was for safety, privacy, and credibility of head 
office.  This condition had decreased the quantity of gathering space for the society of Kisul Dalem native 
village and it showed that the court of regency office was belonged to government. The entrance access was 
described as Figure 2 and 3 below. 
 

 
 
Fig. 2: Gate at Kabupaten Gang (last time). 

 

 
 
Fig. 3: Kepatihan at IV Gang. 
 
House Yard: 
 
 There were many houses at Kabupaten and VI Gang (Balai RW) that had enough area of yard (the distance 
between fence or road to the house was 5 meters).  The whole houses in the other Gang did not have yard. To 
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compare with last time, number of houses that had yard was so decreased. It was caused by expansion of 
residence area or building the new house (it was generally used for the children of house owner being married).     
 In the last time, hence of house was not so high. It was about 1 meter. The kind of hence materials was 
bamboo, wood, brick, and plantation. Nowadays, the hence was heightened to 1.5 meters and generally used the 
material of stone or combination of stone and iron. It was due to safety reasoning. The increasing hence of 1.1 
meter height was not only for safety reasoning but for the permanent restriction inter house owned. This 
condition as above was described as Figure 4 and 5 below. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4: House condition at VII Gang. 

 
(Note: height of hence about 1 meter and the distance between house and hence was less than 3 meters) 

 

 
  
Fig. 5: House condition at branch Gang, direct restricted with road. 

(Note: part of it was fenced the yard, just only for permanent restriction)  
 

Gang: 
 
 At the gang with 1.5 meter width, the distance inter houses were so narrow. In this condition, 
communication intensity among the society was very high.  Therefore, gang was sociable to increase 
communication.  But there was often occur conflict if there was no toleration and understandable inter society   
Conflict of space using was occurred at guest room. Important and private speech was o difficult to be carried 
out in this room. There was private relatively between 9.00 pm to 12.00 pm because no more persons walked 
through the gang. This condition was described as Figure 6. 
 In the other aspect, Gang was more exist as gathering space than as walking space. Some gathering 
activities were carried out over there such as drying dress, selling, putting goods, talking space, etc. Everybody 
knew when the space could use for private such as border of roof or circulation of the gang. This condition was 
described as Figure 7 below. 
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Fig. 6: narrow Gang at Kidul Dalam Native Village. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Gathering space for any using in the Gang. 
 

 Gang was performed as private value. It was private space belonged to native village society. Therefore it 
was not entered by general people. Condition like that was expressed as Figure 8 below. There was gate of 
native village as a border that motorcycle was not allowed to be ridden over the gang. 
 

 
 

Fig. 8: Gate in the mouth of native village Gang. 
 

House door 
direct to Gang 
or road 
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Mosque and Society House for Religious Activity: 
 
 Kidul Dalem society was routinely gathered for religious Muslim activities such as yasin, tahlil and any 
kind like that. The religious activities were followed by women and men there, but activities for children were 
Muslim praying lesson.   The religious activities were carried out in turn at the society house or at the man 
Mosque. The man Mosque was located in the front of Kepatihan as Figure 9. 
 

 
 

Fig. 9:  Man Mosque at Kepatihan Gang. 
 
Native Village Office (Balai RW): 
 
 Native village office was used for regular village meeting, play group schooling and education, posyandu, 
activity of Idul Adha, and the activity of Indonesia anniversary. Native village at Kidul Dalem was described as 
Figure 10. 
 

 
 

Fig. 10: Native village office at VI Arema Gang. 
 
Guest Room and Front Room of Society House: 
 
 Routine society meeting in little group was carried out in the guest room or front room of society house 
each month. The meeting like that was done in turn at the society house. 
 
 
Characteristic of gathering space: 
 
 The characteristic of gathering space was as below: 
 
1. Public spaces or private spaces could be used as gathering space. The change of characteristic space was 

due to time, kind of activity and its performer. 
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2. Gang with 1.2 meter width was as gathering space for walking, drying dress, selling, putting goods. But the 
wider Gang was used to celebrate Indonesia anniversary and religious Muslim activity like Idgul Adha. 
Other activities like guest welcome, kind of party or other big celebrity could be used Gang space based on 
the society norm and rule. 

3. Gathering space in the Gang could also used as private space for native village. The intensity of society 
communication was higher In the Gang with 1.2 meter width than the wider one. 

4. Nowadays, society activity was divided to sacral and profane. The kind of activity was directly caused at 
limitation mean and function of mosque. Mosque was just as the place for 5 activities praying of Muslim. 
Regular and incident meeting was carried out at native village office or society house. The result was 
caused by materialistic modern ideology [2][3]. 

5. The limitation of transition public-private space which separated Gang and house was covered by writing or 
oral rule. Writing rule for instance: there were not allowed for vehicle to enter the Gang between 23.00 am 
to 04.00 pm. Oral rule for instance: there was not allowed to speak loudly or shouting in the Gang.  

 
 Classification of gathering space at Kidul Dalem native village was described as Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Gathering space at Kidul Dalem. 

Type of gathering 
space 

Performer Activity Use time Physical 
characteristic 

Note 

Court of regency 
office 

children Playing In the evening or 
holiday 

Front court of 
regency office Last 
time had 2 access to 

Kidul Dalem, 
nowadays had been 

closed 

No exist 

Court of 
Kepatihan 

Children adult 
Muslim 
society 

Playing putting 
goods Indonesia 

anniversary Praying 

In the evening 
Building house In  
August In Sunday  

(once/ month) 

Fence about + 1 
meter in front Size: 

10m x 20m Left-right 
of house  In front of 

the house of ex. Patih 

Exist 

House yard children Playing sport In the afternoon and 
evening in the 

morning of holiday 
time 

Fence of +1m in front 
Transparant of side 

Area number of 100-
200m2 

Much of them to be 
as residence Hence 
was more than 1m 
Fixed limitation 

(wall) Privacy, not 
gathering 

Gang All of society Talking drying 
selling guest 

welcome celebrate 
Idul Adha walking 

Iin the morning to 
night (based on its  
activity) at the time 

of party, praying 

The width between 1-
2 meter Edge side 

was road or house To 
connect inter bigger 

Gang 

Drying, putting 
goods or private 

goods, the 
limitation was roof 
Motor vehicle must 

be off Gang gate 
was closed at 22.00 
– 04.00. The usage 
had to be allowed 

to the head of 
native village 

 
Mosque All of society Praying Learn to pray 

Praying activity 
Praying time In the 
evening Based on  

schedulr 

In every Gang There 
was for woman and 
man Area number of 
100-150m2, no yard 

The usage was 
focused on formal 

praying 

Native village 
office (Balai RW) 

All of society Regular meeting Play 
group Indonesia 

anniversary Religious 
activity: Idul Adha 

Once/ month Every 
day Idul Adha 

anniversary 

Closed building with 
number area of 

+150m2 At the ankle 
of gang Space gang 

Exist 

Guest room and 
front  room 

Invited 
society 
Certain 
society 

Party Praying activity 
Kind of meeting 

Due to needing, 
generally in the night 

Closed guest room 
Opened front room 

(fence of 1m or less) 

To be allowed to 
the owner of the 

house 

 
Trend of Changes Gathering Apace and Phenomena of Socio-Culture: 
 
 Based on definition of room which changed to space and due to Munitz (Altman, 1975), space with all 
usage was meant as opened stage to perform any kind of activities and performer moving which was allowed to 
users to be carried out their activities. Kind of activities was consisted of individual and gathering. Gathering 
activity was the activity which was possible to mix any kind of difference society level, ethnic, gender, age, and 
interest (Alexander, 1987). 
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          Gathering in the research of Darmiawati (Darmawan, 2009) was as one of top social structure of society. 
It demanded more attentions and chances for increasing the quality of life. The function and meaning of space in 
the residence of city native village like at the research was the value of gathering was performed in the function 
of gathering space. The road was not only as traffic road but it was also as the place for social interaction. Space 
like that was still survived by the society from time to time and the society had high level of sense of belonging 
(Kartono and Lukito, 1999). 
 The society of Kidul Dalem still had gathering value in the gathering activities like praying activity, regular 
meeting, etc. Otherwise the gathering was decrease in quality but there was more modification of exist space to 
gathering space. The activity which was carried out in gathering space was not only as gathering activity, but it 
was individual activity too like drying dress, drying wood, marriage party etc. Conflict of space using was just a 
little, because of big toleration. 
 
Conclusions: 
 
          Gathering space at Kidul Dalem native village had decreased in quantity and quality. The problem had 
been anticipated by modifying the existing spaces. The modification was carried out with regulating activities, 
performers and times usage. In this case, the need of gathering space was demanded to get support in the form 
of gathering space design and planning at residence milieu or city native village. 
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